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Disclaimer 
This document is provided for the use of Excelwave Technologies Inc.’ repeater products as reference only, 

which shall not be used as replacement of your repeater system deployment guides or system design 

documents.  Excelwave Technologies Inc. is not responsible for any consequence of your system deployed 

with or without referring to this document.  

You are responsible to follow your system design documents, industry practice, other industry standards 

and local government regulations to design and deploy your repeater system and perform the acceptance 

tests.  

From time to time, Excelwave Technologies Inc. may make improvements or changes in this document, at 

any time and without notice. 
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Installation 
 

Install Donor Antenna 

A Yagi antenna or other directional antenna with gain higher than 10dBi is recommended as donor 

antenna. 

Locate the donor antenna: Find a spot where target base station’s RSCP is higher than -80dBm (Optimum 

RSCP is from -80dBm to -50dBm) and EC/No is higher than -9dB (it is not acceptable if EC/No is less than -

13dB) by proper walk or drive test on the top of or around the building.  The spot can be on the building 

exterior wall, roof parapet, podium on the lower floors, or stairwell with glass window. As long as RSCP>-

80dBm is achieved, lower position is preferred to obtain better Fc/No. Typical donor antenna height shall 

be less than 20 meters (7 floors). Regulatory and landlord approvals are needed to finalize the location.  

Install donor antenna: Install donor antenna with mounting bracket on the pole, parapet, wall or other 

supporting structure at the selected location.  

Find the base station signal: Connect donor antenna to a Spectrum Analyzer or SiteMaster to measure 

RSSI of the target base station signal. Adjust donor antenna alignment until maximum RSSI is measured. 

Avoid pointing the donor antenna directly to a competing base station with stronger signal.  If stronger 

competing base station signal does exist, change the donor antenna to other directions to find wanted 

signals, which shall always be stronger than the competing signals. 

Finalize the donor antenna installation: Tighten the donor antenna on the bracket once the wanted signal 
is confirmed. 

 

Install Repeater 

Identify a location near power supply and grounding bar with weatherproof condition and good airiness.  
 
Remove the bracket from the repeater and fix it on the wall, pole, parapet or other support structure. 
 
Attach the repeater onto the bracket and tighten the bolts. 
 
Note: Mounting structure and procedure vary from repeater to repeater. 

 

Install Service Antenna 

Outdoor 65 or 90degrees sector antenna is often used as service antenna. 
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Install the outdoor service antenna as high as possible on the roof top or the tower top to 
maximize the coverage. Keep the distance between donor antenna and service antenna as far as 
possible to obtain the isolation required for the successful deployment of the repeater system 
using minimum 15 meters in vertical or 25 meters in horizontal as reference. The isolation 
required for the donor antenna and service antenna should have been calculated and 
documented in your system design. To secure the use of maximum gain and stable operation of 
the repeater, the installation should always maximize the isolation between donor antenna and 
service antenna, such as increasing distance in vertical or in horizontal and making full use of 
buildings, hilltops and iron tower and other obstacles. 
 
Service antenna is normally placed back-to-back with donor antenna, the angle between two directions 
should be at least 120 degrees. The orientation of the service antenna and antenna sector degrees should 
have been selected by the system design engineer based on coverage requirement.  

 

Install Indoor DAS 

Indoor RF DAS (Distributed Antenna System) includes omni-directional ceiling mount antennas, 
directional wall mount antennas, 2-4 way power splitters, 5-30dB directional couplers and feeder cable 
etc. On site signal survey should be performed and upon which indoor coverage needs to be designed 
with iBwave or other inbuilding RF planning tool so that even and whole coverage can be expected prior 
to the installation. 
 
BOM, system layout and antenna locations should be readily available in the system documents before 
the installation.  

 

  

 

Confirm location and install omni ceiling antennas at the center of the coverage areas and 
directional wall mount antennas towards the coverage area.  
 
Follow the system design documents, connect all passive devices with feeder cables and fix the 
feeder cables on the wall or on the ceiling. Ensure all connections are secured. 
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Cabling and Waterproofing 

Connect feeder cable from donor antenna to repeater BTS port. 
 
Connect feeder cable from service antenna or DAS to repeater MS port. 
 
Sheath feeder cable located within the building by PVC pipe and white corrugated sleeve pipe. 

 

 
 

Waterproof the feeder cable joints outside the building with quality weather proof tape.  

 

 

Dustproof the feeder cable, antenna and pass device joints with PVC tape. 
 
Plug in the power supply. Weather proofed electric box is required for outdoor connection.  

 

Grounding and Lightning Protection 

Install surge arresters for outdoor donor antenna and service antenna. Connect surge arrester 
ground to the nearest grounding bar.  
 
Connect the RF repeater ground stud to the nearest grounding bar.  
 

PVC pipe Corrugated sleeve pipe 
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Commissioning 
 

Antenna isolation test 

If the repeater BS port and MS port do not have sufficient isolation, it cannot work normally due 

to self-oscillation. Repeater featured with AGC and ICS can automatically reduce the gain to 

migrate the self-oscillation, the coverage is reduced. 

It is recommended to establish an isolation which is 15dB greater than repeater UL and DL gain 

to prevent self-oscillation.  For example, if the repeater gain is 90dB, the required isolation is at 

least 105dB. If the isolation is less that what is required in your system design document, report 

to your system design engineers and follow their instruction for further action.  

 

As shown in above diagram, connect the signal generator to the donor antenna, set its Amplitude 

as 10dBm and Frequency as working frequency. Connect spectrum analyzer to the service 

antenna and test the output power Po, Isolation is calculated as: 

Iso = 10 – Po (dB) 

 

Spectrum Analyzer 

Signal Generator 

Donor Antenna 

Service Antenna 
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VSWR test 

Test both donor antenna and service antenna with feeder cable with SiteMaster. VSWR shall be 
less than 1.5. Otherwise, check the connection between antenna and feeder cable. Check and 
replace antenna when it is needed.  

 

Repeater Setup 

Plug in repeater power and power on. 
 
Confirm the green PWR indicator is on. 
 
Log into Repeater Web Management (Excelwave Technologies’ ERDCHS series repeaters) or control panel 
(Excelwave Technologies’ ERSAFB and ERSAFR series repeaters) to setup the repeater gain with the 
measured isolation between the donor and service antennas. For repeaters without ICS function (ERSAFB 
and ERSAFR series), set repeater gain to les than Isolation-15dB. For repeaters with ICS function (ERDCHS 
series), set repeater gain to be less than Isolation+10dB and ensure ICS is activated.  
 
Note that all repeater gains must be configured following the system design documents. If the gain in the 
design document cannot be reached following above calculation, report to your system design engineers 
immediately and follow their instruction for further action.  
 
Follow the repeater user manual to configure other parameters and functions. Always report to and get 
approval from your system design engineers on any change from the design documents and document 
the changes immediately.  

 

Walk or Drive Test 

A walk test or drive test is performed to confirm that the repeater is functioning properly and 
compare the measured and planed coverage performance. 
 
Check the remote control via internet for ERDCHS series repeaters, or other functions for various 
repeaters.  
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